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NAWGJ Tech Tips
More ways to become a tech nerd

Follow us on
Facebook!

Not only photos &
fun, but useful links
too!

MN-NAWGJ.ORG
Instagram

It’s More than just Riley Dog
Hands down, the most popular part of our website is Riley Dog (AKA, were
you find meet information and event panels). But did you know there are
more things you can do with the website? Here are just a few things.
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EVENTS

TRAIN YOUR EYE

BECOME A JUDGE

Not only meets, but
events like clinics,
testing, meetings and
CPE chances. All of
these can be copied to
your own calendar

Videos of new skills,
“What was that?!” skills
and “Would you give
that credit?”

When people ask you
for information to
become a judge, send
them here
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The lighter side of
MN-NAWGJ, and
educational videos!

Twitter Feed

For photos, surveys
& the punchy
moments during
meets!
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Facebook, More than
Just Social Media
Sure Facebook is where we post many of
our judging photos, but also lots of useful
information and links. Examples of
previous non-photo posts include links to
updated pages for your Codes, links to sales
at the uniform company, notifications for
electronic code updates, practice tests and
so much more than just pictures. Although,
we do post the fun moments too!

directions to get there, find out any extra
details, even share the event with others
who may not understand why your
weekends are always booked 6 months out
of the year.
Best of all, if you don’t want to miss any of
the information updates, simply click on the
“Following” button and you can customize
what updates you want to receive and how
often.

“I didn’t know I could
do that!”
You can import lots of information from
Facebook, including calendar information.
When you see an event you want to attend,
you can import the event directly to your
device’s calendar, you can look up the

Search for us under Minnesota NAWGJ;
you’ll thank me for it later.

COMING SOON - EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS
In collaboration with our wonderful educational team, we are working on
creating short practice videos to help you train your eye and mind, to catch
all those details at once. We are practicing with a few formats, but very
soon, the videos will be posted privately on our Instagram page. Due to
the fact that most of the demonstrators are minors, we want to respect their
rights and will make these private videos. Please do not share them with
others without written consent.
Look for us on Instagram under mn_nawgj (the photos and humor part)
and mnnawgjvideos for the practice videos.
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